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OF 60 Time Exit Velocity Positional Arm

4 2019 Justin Sierra 5_11 160 R/R Monsignor Scanlan

Above average frame, lean build, wiry and very athletic in the 
OF. Quick approach and plus arm strength (85) that has carry to 
the bag. In the box slightly open stance. Medium quick leg kick, 
barrel path is fluid, above average bat speed,  level swing path. 

Quiet loose hands on approach. Ran a 7.01 60 yard dash. 

7.01 86 85

9 2018 Jemal Betances 5_8 180 R/R St. Raymonds

5-foot-8, 180-pounds with a sotocky frame. Shows lateral 
quickness/agility in OF. Uses legs well on throws, 83 mph arm 
strength. In the box, slightly open stance with a high quick leg 

kick. Above average signs of power potential, quick bat 
movements prior to load. 

83

10 2020 Christian Perez 5_9 155 L/L All Hallows

5-foot-9, 155-pounds, lean build, athletic with easy reads in OF, 
plays position with confidence. Short arm action, with above 

average arm strength (83) with carry.  in the box he uses a even 
stance, quiet hands, strong wrists, loose fluid swing path from 
the left-side showing power to the gaps. Deep drive to dead CF 
in inning 1, great show of speed to get a triple.  Ran a 6.88 60-

yard dash. 

6.88 84 83

12 2019 Eric Prince 5_9 175 R/R Berkeley Carroll

5-foot-9, 175-pounds with a durable build, ran a 7.42 60-yard 
dash. He stays behind the ball getting his body through his 
throws, 79 mph arm strength. Short arm action. In the box, 

slight hand trigger with hands on approach. Hands power inside 
the ball well. Double to deep LF field in 6th inning @ UE. 

7.41 83 79

24 2019 Yorby Vilomar 6_2 220 L/L Bronx River HS

Passes the eye test, stands 6-foot-2, 220-pounds, large frame, 
athletic build. Moves well to the ball with aggressiveness, gets 

body through the ball, quick & short arm, 83 mph arm strength. 
In the box he seperates himself, powerful swing. Slightly 

opened stance, power to the pullside, fluid path.

83

20

2020 Ryan Horowitz 6_1 172 R/R The Harvey School

Well built standing 6-foot-1, 175-pounds with an athletic frame, 
ran a 7.39 60-yard dash on lasers. Relaxed wide setup in the 
box, barrel path is short with some incline, strength in the 

swing, 88 mph exit velo off a tee. Defensively, long and lean 
staying behind the ball, quick transfer from a high 3/4 slot, 78 

mph arm-strength but signs of more in the tank.

7.39 88 78

MIF 60 Time Exit Velocity Positional Arm

2 2019 Diori Valdez 5_7 160 R/R George Washington

Lean wiry frame, very clean and quick actions up the middle, 
very fluid with his glove and release. Strong arm that shows 
carry to the bag. In the box he's got a narrow stance, relaxed 
with loose hands. Uses hips and body when swinging. Hands 

stay behind the ball when getting into the zone. Line drive 
single in 5th @ UE

78

6 2019 Kevin Ferreiras 5_9 141 R/R George Washington

Stands 5-foot-9, 141-pounds, smooth fluid actions defensively. 
Active lower half. Strong arm. Moves with ease. Above average 
catch and release. At the plate, level swing plane, some power 
to his pullside in BP, as he adds strength more bat-speed with 

naturally happen. 

83

11 2020 Brandon Ortiz 5_10 160 R/R Warwick

Athletic frame. Actions and  tempo/feet are fluid. Quick arm 
and release with 84 mph arm-strength. In the box,  relaxed 

loose approach. 87 mph bat speed. Showed the ability to drive 
the ball in the gap when he stayed compact. Ran a 7.15 60. 

7.15 87 84
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13 2019 Matthew Brown 6_0 175 R/R Clarence

6-foot-0, 175-pounds with a projectable frame. Clean defensive 
actions, high motor, active lower half, open clean glove with a 
quick release. At the plate, compact path, swings with intent. 

Hard contact. 81 mph exit velo.

7.24 81 73

Catchers 60 Time Exit Velocity Positional Arm Pop Time Range

3 2019 Daniel Pero 5_10 170 R/R Midwood HS

Active feet with high energy, wide base receiving, strong arm 
with quick release, 2.02 pop-time. In the box open stance, low 

leg lift, hands stay quiet, upward tilt in swing, average hip 
rotation and contact. Double in Left CF gap in 7th @ UE. 

72 2.02-2.09

15 2018 Josh Lopez 6_0 180 R/R Danbury HS

6-foot-0, 180-pounds, lean body build, Quick release with mid 
3/4 release, 1.95 pop time with accuracy to the bag, impressive 

83 mph arm-strength. In the box balanced stance with a 
minimal leg kick, hands start high, shows power potential with 

above average bat speed and hard contact in BP.

83 1.95-2.03

21 2019 Benjamin Avila 5_11 195 R/R Harvey School

5-foot-11, 195 pounds with ideal size for the position, durable 
build and ran a 7.47 60-yard dash. Wide setup, soft hands, 

much improved over the years seeing him play. Arm strength at 
78 mph with 1.92 pop time, very impressed with his quick 

transfer and release. In the box, strong and thick base, 95 mph 
barrel speed through the zone, mostly level, consistent hard 

contact, next-level prospect. 

7.47 95 78 1.92-2.02

3B 60 Time Exit Velocity Positional Arm

17 2020 Christopher Antonelli 6_0 180 R/R Stepinac

Strong body with simple actions, 6-foot-0, 180-pounds. Makes 
hard contact consistently from a mostly level barrel plane, 89 

mph exit velo. More extension as he finishes swing would help 
his power. Hard contact when he gets everything on time. 
Defensively, active lower half, glove is out in front, 79 mph 

arm-strength with carry across the diamond. 

7.75 89 79

19 2019 Ethan Sarmiento 6_1 197 R/R The Harvey school

Physical build standing 6-foot-1, 197-pounds. Quick hands in 
the box. Flashed power potential. Good lift when he stays 
behind ball, barrel is on a slight uphill path. Hard contact 
Double off the LF wall @ UE in inning 3. Defensively, wide 

setup, stays behind the ball and gets through with his throws, 
79 mph across the diamond. 

7.2 89 79

22 2019 Anthony Tirado 6_4 180 R/R All Hallows

6-foot-4, 180-pounds with premium size. Smooth, long actions 
defensively, quick release from a 3/4 slot, 88 mph arm-

strength. Simple set-up in the box. Loose and quick swing.  
Signs of power to the gaps, leverage in the swing. 

88

1B 60 Time Exit Velocity Positional Arm

5 2020 Gavin Noriega 5_7 175 L/L Salesian

5-foot-7, 175-pounds, durable strong smaller build. High energy 
on the field, Quick release, strong carry towards target, above 
average arm strength for position at 79 mph. Open stance in 

the box, loose, free and easy swing path, fliud with hard 
contact through the zone, above average contact with power, 
Maintains balance after point of contact. Double to deep Left 

CF in the 8th @ UE. 

7.44 91 79

25 2020 Justin Cabrera 6_2 250 R/R Cardinal Hayes

6-foot-2, 250-pounds, large frame. Long arm action, quick 
release, Suitable footwork for size, 77 mph arm-strength. In the 
box, low leg lift, strong hip transfer and rotation, shows power 

potential and consistent contact, 94 mph exit velo off a tee. 

8.61 94 77

P Peak FB FB Range CB/SL Range CH Range Other
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1 2019 Zachary Moro 5_9 136 L/L Saugerties

Small athletic frame. Poised and relaxed mechanics. Shows 
good tempo and fluidity. Minimal arm whip more of a sling 

stlye action. Mid-high 3/4 arm slot. Velo to increase with more 
arm strength. Mechancially sound and controlled. 

71 68-70 59-62

7 2018 Stephen Colon 5_10 175 R/R James Monroe

Solid, athletic build. Good tempo with slight shoulder and hip 
turn towards CF. Fluid arm action and live whip. High 3/4 arm 

slot and hides the ball well with his shoulder turn. Tight CB with 
sharp late action looking like a hard CB/SLD. Throws CB off the 
plate and for strikes. Generates explosion power from leg drive 

towards the plate. Finishes in control consistently. 

86 83-86 68-73

14 2020 Tyler Roche 6_3 165 R/R Cardinal Hayes

Long and lanky frame with wide shoulders. Very athletic 
actions. Strong build with room left for projection. Low 3/4 
release point and whippy arm action. Full arm swing with 

extension on his backside. Gets out over his front leg and has 
good balance as he finsihes. Everything he throws has life. 

85 82-84 68-70

17 2020 Christopher Antonelli 6_0 180 R/R Stepinac

Tall, lean body type with typical pitcher look. Steady flow in 
delivery. High leg lift. Tends to rush towards the target and falls 
off to glove side. Has potential upside with his frame with more 
strength. Has some armside run with high 3/4 release point.  CB 

shows late life with downward action and tight spin. Has 
inconsistent leg drive towards target but shows good use of 
lower half when engaged. Shows good pitch sequences and 

mixes in offspeed well. Potential for more velo with strength. 
(Double to Right CF gap in 3rd inning @ UE)

82 77-80 67-70

18 2020 Mason Carmolingo 6_2 200 L/R St. Augustine Prep

Good sized frame with a thick lower half. Clean arm action that 
works quickly from a 3/4 slot. Falls off to the 1st base side as he 
finishes but stays behind the ball well enough to make it work. 
Throws with a lot of conviction. Creates good ASR on both his 

FB and CH. Aggresive presence on the mound. 

84 81-84 66-67 74-76

22 2019 Anthony Tirado 6_4 180 R/R All Hallows

Big, projectable frame with a proportional build. Wide 
shoulders and long arms. Loose arm action. High 3/4 release 
point. Good stride length that keeps him inside of his legs and 
on balance. Still plenty of room left for projection. Ball comes 

out of his hand easily. 

87 83-86 63-66

25 2020 Justin Cabrera 6_2 250 R/R Cardinal Hayes

Large body size with big legs. Has good poise and technique for 
his size. Gets good drive on backside. Arm has good extension 

and take away is fluid. 
78 75-77 62-65 63-68

2020 Ryan Horowitz 6_1 172 R/R The Harvey School

Tall lanky frame. Loose arm with long extension and quick 
action towards the plate. Uses lower half inconsistently. Tends 

to be a bit erratic with windup but finish is balanced. More velo 
with increased strength. 

80 78-79 67-68 72


